This paper describes the use of three-dimensional computer graphics to display structures visible in computerized tomography (CT) scans and to accurately determine optimum stereotaxic probe placement relative to those structures. A prototype Lucite stereotaxic frame designed for use in CT body scanners was fitted with a phantom consisting of small Lucite spheres representing intracranial tumors with diameters of 6 to 19 mm. A series of CT scans was obtained of the frame and phantom together. Edge outlines of the spheres were extracted from each scan in the series. A three-dimensional visual representation of the spheres was obtained by displaying their outlines from all CT scans. A superimposed visual simulation of the stereotaxic frame was adjusted interactively using several analog dials in order to simulate trajectory choice and probe depth before actual surgery. The frame settings and probe depth calculated by the graphical computer were then applied to the actual prototype frame in order to assess the accuracy of this combined' CTcomputer graphics approach to stereotaxic localization. The results of 22 such experiments and the implications for future clinical use of this new and precise localization technique are discussed.
B
ERGSTROM and Greitz 1 used information obtained by computerized tomography (CT) scanning to position stereotaxic instruments. Their work was based on multiplanar CT display techniques originally developed by Glenn and coworkers? ,4 While this approach shows three-dimensional relationships of the structures scanned, it is limited at any one time to static orthogonal CT planes. A three-dimensional computer graphics display avoids this limitation by presenting dynamic representations of key structures, such as the calvaria, ventricles, and tumors, from many scans simultaneously. This paper describes: 1) a prototype Lucite stereotaxic frame designed for use with a CT body scanner, and 2) a three-dimensional computer graphics approach to optimum stereotaxic probe placement.
Materials and Methods
The prototype stereotaxic head frame shown in Fig. 1 is constructed of Lucite (acrylic plastic), and is designed to allow passage of a probe to any point inside the frame from multiple directions through the hemisphere containing the two arches. The frame's visual simulation shown in Fig. 2 is based on its engineering drawings; this visual model is displayed on an Evans and Sutherland Picture System 2 graphical computer. The dashed line indicates a simulated probe trajectory attained by adjusting four analog dials to specify four angular settings on the actual stereotaxic frame (see Fig. 1 lower) . A fifth analog dial controls the movement of the simulated probe tip along the simulated trajectory. Angular and depth insertion readings from these five analog dials are continuously displayed on the viewscreen. Additional analog dials control rotation of the three-dimensional picture about the viewscreen's x and y axes; another analog dial controls a zoom-in capability for viewing the frame or its individual components at close range.
A phantom consisting of four small Lucite spheres (Fig. 3 ) representing intracranial tumors with diameters of 6 to 19 mm was attached to the frame's stationary middle base ring. Twenty-one CT scans of the frame and target spheres were obtained using an EMI CT 5005 Body Scanner with 8-mm collimators.* The scans were taken at random levels with the frame and its attached phantom spheres tilted at random *EMI 5005 body scanner manufactured by EMI Tronics, Inc., 3605 Woodhead Drive, Northbrook, Illinois. angles to the scan beam. This was done to imitate a worst case situation in which there would be movement of the patient's head (with frame attached) between successive CT scans. The result was a series of non-parallel, non-equally spaced CT images of the frame and spheres.
Outlines of frame components and phantom tumors were extracted by a computer program from each CT scan slice as shown in Fig. 4 . The extraction method was a simple edge detection approach keyed to the density range of Lucite. An attenuation coefficient was chosen to define the lower limit of acrylic density. If a pixel had a coefficient greater than or equal to this limit, it represented acrylic. If it had a coefficient less than this limit, it represented air. A computer program searched for pixels representing acrylic that were adjacent to pixels representing air. These acrylic pixels were linked together to form edge outlines.
The outlines from a given slice are transferred from the coordinate system of that slice to the coordinate system of the frame and its visual simulation (Fig. 2) . This is done using the diagonal 5,8 and vertical localizing rods attached to the frame ( Fig. 1 upper right) . Transferring the target sphere outlines from the 21 CT scans produced a three-dimensional model of the spheres superimposed on the frame's visual simulation as demonstrated in Fig. 5 . An overview of the mathematics involved in this process follows. Figure 6 upper shows one set of localizing rods. The intersection of the scan beam with rods A, B, and C produces ellipses A, B, and C, respectively, in the slice as shown in Fig. 6 lower. Points A, B, an~ C are the respective centers of these ellipses. The distance from point A to point C is dac. The distance from point B to point C is dbc. The length of rod B is lar The distance along rod B from the bottom of rod C to the point of Computer graphics approach for stereotaxie localization intersection of rod B with the plane of the scan beam is 1~. Since dac, dbc, and lac are known, lbc may be calculated from similar triangles:
Knowing lbc allows calculation of the point B' on the frame, which corresponds to point B in the slice. Points B and B' are determined for each of the three sets of localizing rods attached to the frame. The three points B' define the spacial orientation of a plane through the frame and the patient's cranium. Since each CT slice contains three points B, the CT slice need not be parallel either to other CT slices or to the base of the frame. Therefore, each CT slice lies in its own coordinate system. In order to relate the slice coordinate system to the frame coordinate system, the three pairs of points B and B' are used to calculate a transformation matrix.
With the frame's visual simulation and the sphere models correctly superimposed, simulated probe placement may be performed. User adjustment of various analog dials controls the three-dimensional perspective of the image, thereby allowing dynamic rotation and viewing from any direction. In addition, the angular and depth insertion controls of the frame's simulation allow interactive adjustment of the probe tip and its relationship to various phantom tumor spheres. When the final frame settings displayed on the graphical computer are then directly applied to the stereotaxic frame, the accuracy of the combined CTcomputer graphics approach to stereotaxic probe placement can be assessed. Results of 22 such experiments are discussed below. 
Remits
Twenty-two probe placement experiments were conducted. For each experiment four angular frame settings were read from the bottom of the viewscreen and applied to the stereotaxic frame. A probe was inserted in the determined direction until its tip touched the target sphere ( Fig. 1 lower right) . The depth of insertion was measured for comparison to the predicted depth of insertion shown on the viewscreen. Deviation of the probe tip from the predicted trajectory through the center of the sphere was measured also. Since the probe tip deviation occurred at right angles to the insertion depth, the Pythagorean Theorem can be used to calculate the combined error. For the 22 experiments the mean combined error was 1.8 mm, with a standard deviation of 0.9 mm.
Discussion
This paper describes the combined use of a prototype Lucite stereotaxic head frame and threedimensional computer graphics to display structures visible in CT scans, and to accurately determine optimum stereotaxic probe placement relative to those FIG. 3. Lucite spheres representing phantom tumors. These test objects have diameters ranging from 6 to 19 mm. They can be attached to the stationary middle base ring in order to obtain CT scans of both frame and spheres simultaneously. structures. The techniques presented in this paper have the potential for enabling highly precise conventional stereotaxic localizations for biopsy, small abscess drainage, aneurysm occlusion, and focal ablation. The method also creates a new level of placement accuracy for emerging treatment modalities in which radioactive seeds s or tiny heating electrodes ~ might be placed within and about tumorous brain masses. Moreover, the capacity for extracting, quantifying, and displaying the three-dimensional relationships of multiple objects such as radioactive seeds or heating electrodes provides crucial data for the isodose and isotemperature contours created by them.
The imaging technology and prototype stereotaxic frame upon which this project is based potentially   FIG. 7 . Cranial edge outlines extracted from a computerized tomography scan image using Rhode's regiongrowing algorithm.
provide the operating surgeon with a choice of whether to perform a stereotaxic procedure partly in the CT scanner suite and partly in the operating room or to complete the entire procedure in the CT scanner suite. Once the initial series of scans is obtained, the surgeon conducts a simulated operation at the graphical computer in order to determine optimum probe trajectory and depth. At this point he could elect to apply the appropriate angular settings to the frame either in the operating room or in the CT suite. If the procedure is completed in the CT suite, the disadvantage of sterile preparation and burr-hole placement outside the operating room may be outweighed by the continuous verification of probe tip advancement afforded with the CT scanner. By advancing the probe tip small distances and then rescanning, important elements of each successive CT scan could be added to the "preoperative" three-dimensional image for continuous evaluation of actual versus predicted probe trajectory and depth. If, on the other hand, the procedure is completed in the operating room,' the probe position may be verified using plain films once probe placement has been performed.
The CT-computer graphics approach to stereotaxic localization described in this paper overcomes the two primary limitations of stereotaxic localization based on the multiplanar CT display technique in which coronal and sagittal planes are created with computer software from a series of transverse slices. The first limitation of equally spaced, parallel CT planes is obviated by the localizing rods incorporated into the frame's design. The method of using localizing rods to accurately superimpose outline elements from randomly spaced non-parallel CT planes solves from the outset the problem created by the movement of a patient's head and the attached frame between successive scans. The second multiplanar limitation is the static display of orthogonal CT planes which provide incomplete three-dimensional visualization of key structures, such as the calvaria, ventricles, or tumors. By comparison, the three-dimensional graphics display presents data from multiple CT scans simultaneously and provides interactive manipulation of the three-dimensional objects for viewing from any desired angle.
The trade-off for this speed and multislice display is that only line segments representing edge outlines of the key structures can be displayed. This requires the extraction of those edge outlines from CT scans. The extraction method used in this project was a simple edge-detection method, quite adequate for the Lucite CT density values of frame components and phantom spheres. For clinical use, however, tumors that manifest relatively isodense contours or exhibit poor contrast enhancement might best be extracted by manual tracing methods. More complicated structures, such as the calvaria, dorsum sellae, petrous pyramids, and cerebral ventricles, can be automatically extracted with a sophisticated region-grow-ing algorithm, provided the structures in question have well defined CT density gradients, such as bone or eerebrospinal fluid values. An example of automatically extracted calvarial outlines using the regiongrowing algorithm described by Rhodes, et al., 7 is shown in Fig. 7 . While key structures are accurately depicted, further optimization of computer processing Speed, possibly with array processors, will be required for clinical use of the region-growing algorithm in stereotaxic localization.
Because CT scanners are equipped with grayscale display consoles, it is attractive to adapt the threedimensional localization techniques used with the Stereotaxic frame to the standard display consoles available on most CT scanners. Methods for this adaptation are currently being developed. However, fhe excellence with which a graphical computer demonstrates the three-dimensional relationships crucial to stereotaxic localization may justify continued use of the graphics approach.
While the mean probe placement error of 1.8 mm confirms the basic accuracy of the CT-computer graphics method per se, the frame itself has a signifiCant contribution to the errors observed. Because the frame was built by the author rather than a professional machinist, the frame exhibits some play between its moving parts. In several experiments probe-tip errors of up to 2 mm could be attributed to the frame's construction. An improved design combining two trams on a single arch that can be laterally translated is currently under construction by a stereotaxic frame manufacturer.t The improved design will allow passage of a probe to any point inside the frame from any direction through the hemisphere containing the arch. This frame will be attached to the patient's cranium by several screw devices which may be advanced a variable distance, thereby allowing the frame to fit various head sizes. With this rigid type of attachment, the frame will preserve an accurate relationship between each CT slice coordinate system and the frame coordinate system as long as the frame remains attached to the patient's cranium. It is anticipated that this new frame will exhibit greater accuracy than the prototype frame.
Summary
A stereotaxic frame suitable for use in a CT body scanner was constructed and fitted with small target spheres simulating intracranial tumors. A series of non-parallel, non-equally spaced transverse CT scans was taken of the frame and spheres. Information from TStereotaxic head frame manufactured by Trentwells, Inc., 8120 Otis Street, South Gate, California. R. A. Brown the scans was used to build and superimpose a threedimensional model of the spheres on a visual simulation of the frame. Twenty-two experiments with probe placement were performed using this combined CTcomputer graphics approach. The frame settings and depth of probe insertion predicted by the threedimensional graphics were used on the actual frame with a mean error of 1.8 mm.
